Dirty Looks: On Location

Dirty Looks: On Location was also supported

is a series of queer interventions in New York City
spaces. Over the course of July, artist film and video will
appear in these queer social spaces and former sites
of queer sociality (like shuttered bars, bathhouses, and
former meeting zones). A new piece, a different setting
on each night of July. The summer of New York is hot,
sticky and social. Installing moving image works around
the city in bars, centers and “haunted” venues allows
for the free flow of viewers to engage and celebrate
with work, in evening events that commemorate
contemporary moving-image production and its
precedents in queer culture.
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The Spectrum | 59 Montrose Ave, Brooklyn | 7PM–12AM
A Body of Work, Narcissister
A selection of career-spanning video work and
live performance from the masked performative
persona, Narcissister.

2

The Center | 208 West 13th St | 7PM
Confirmed Bachelor, Tom Kalin + some aspect of a shared
lifestyle, Gregg Bordowitz + Vital Signs,
Barbara Hammer + Elegy in the Streets, Jim Hubbard
A program that pays tribute to a rich history of queer and
AIDS activism at the Center and beyond, featuring works
that fuse the personal and the political.

3

Bluestockings | 172 Allen St | 8PM
Born in Flames, Lizzie Borden
Sci-fi feminist film featuring a guerilla “Women’s Army,”
lots of explosions, and a young Kathryn Bigelow playing
an intern for a socialist newspaper.

4

B Bar & Grill | 40 East 4th St | 7PM
Myra Breckinridge, Michael Sarne
The film adaptation of Gore Vidal’s best-selling novel
about transgendered film buff (Raquel Welch),
described by Vidal as, “One of the worst films ever made.”

5

Spectacle | 124 S. 3rd St, Brooklyn | 3PM–11PM
Star Spangled to Death, Ken Jacobs
An eye-opening, epic and exhilarating landmark of appropriated filmmaking that incisively reproaches popular
American culture.

6

THE DEUCE at Videology
| 308 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn | 9PM
The Back Row, Jerry Douglas
A pioneering gay hardcore classic, shot on location in the
streets, subways, sex shops, and porn theaters of gritty,
pre-gentrification New York City. Co-presented with
THE DEUCE introduced by Times Square Red, Times
Square Blue author, Samuel R. Delany.

7

Abrons Arts Center at the Henry Street Settlement
| 466 Grand St | 7:30PM
Like Rats Leaving a Sinking Ship, Vika Kirchenbauer +

29

Doska Frank, Hanna Bergfors + Share, Marit Östberg
This program conveys the plurality of Berlin-based queer
filmmakers through a selection of works that range
from the lyrical autobiographical—Kirchenbauer—to
anti-normative queer pornography—Östberg—transiting
through political fiction—Bergfors.
8

9

The Museum of Modern Art
| 11 West 53rd St (Sculpture Garden, exterior) | 8:30PM
Taylor Mead’s Ass, Andy Warhol
Warhol’s feature-length collaboration with Taylor Mead,
made as a playful response to a complaint published in
the Village Voice, which reduced the pairs prior collaborations to “Taylor Mead’s ass for two hours.”
RSVP at dirtylooksnyc@gmail.com
Part of the on-going series, Dirty Looks at MoMA: Mining
the Collection.
Rock Bar | 185 Christopher St | 9PM
Pompeii New York, Part 1: Pier Caresses,
Ivan Galietti + Pier Groups, Arch Brown
Both pornographic and meditative, these works capture
the atmosphere, art, architecture, and cruising rituals of
the Piers in late 70s and early 80s New York.
Introduced by Colby Keller.

10

Kim’s Video | 124 1st Ave | 7PM
Never Again + Cast in Order of Appearance,
David Berezin
A line of credits and a campy title sequence humorously
imply B-movie narratives that never existed.

11

Le Petit Versailles | 346 East Houston St | 8:30PM
nobody’s home, Bill Thelen
Found footage from the last year of Gregory Askins’
life, before his death from AIDS-related complications
in 2003.

12

Times Scare | 669 8th Ave | 7PM
Who Killed Teddy Bear, Joseph Cates
A time capsule of a bygone Times Square, starring a
physically transformed Sal Mineo in a beefcake role that
he thought would revive his career and Elaine Stritch as
a lesbian bar proprietor.

13

Check Dirty Looks’ Facebook or Twitter for venue update!
Builders, Anonymous
A piece of found pornography depicting the exhibitionist
tendencies of construction workers collides poignantly
with a city in the throes of gentrification.

14

Bureau of General Services–Queer Division
| 27 Orchard St | 7PM
The Amazing Bow Wow, Lynda Benglis + The Ass and the
Lap Dog, Harry Dodge
A program of fantastic queer narratives, hilarious and
hallucinatory, spanning over three decades of video
art practice.

15

16

17

18
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The Wooly | 11 Barclay St | 8PM
First Comes Love, Su Friedrich
Four storybook-perfect wedding ceremonies are interrupted for a surprising public service announcement.
Tobacco Road | 355 West 41st St | 8PM
Variety, Bette Gordon
Variety is the Times Square cousin of Hardcore, or the
feminist double feature to Taxi Driver and other Neon
Noire. Director Bette Gordon in attendance
The DL | 95 Ludlow St | 9PM
Bruce LaBruce's Fringe! Fest Finger Fuck!, Bruce LaBruce
Clips found online by film director Bruce La Bruce.
“The clips represent his usual obsessions and preoccupations: madness, music, homosexuality, revolution,
dance, hysteria, feminism, and glamour."
Co-presented by Fringe! Fest London.
Film-makers’ Coop
| 475 Park Ave South, 6th Floor | 7:30PM
Christmas on Earth, Barbara Rubin
A pulsating, psychedelic, twenty-nine-minute-long film
documenting an orgy in a New York City apartment in
1963, made when the artist was eighteen.
Participant Inc | 253 East Houston St | 7PM
It Is Not the Homosexual Who Is Perverse, but the Society
in Which He Lives, Rosa von Praunheim + LE Sexes des
Anges, Lionel Soukaz

Two legendary queer pioneers, Soukaz and von
Praunheim embody two practices in the intersection
of filmmaking and early gay activism in Europe. These
works represent two early attempts to think about queer
socio-sexuality and political potentiality employing
cinematic language.
20

21

Anthology Film Archives | 32 2nd Ave | 3PM–10PM
Perils, Abigail Child
A homage to silent film, dramatizing the theatrical postures of melodrama to confront and examine our ideas
of romance, action, and drama, set to a sound montage
constructed by Charles Noyes and Christian Marclay.
Jack Chiles (Le Potage de Madame Zazouf)
| 481 Broadway, 4th Floor | 7pm
A Choice of Cherifa, Cherifa
A sensitive selection of highly aestheticized Lesbian sex
scenes culled from European softcore, erotica,
and horror films of the 1970s.

22

Eastern Bloc | 505 East 6th St | 10PM–4AM
Ambient Occlusion, Ben Aqua, Danny Leyva,
Colin Self, Manuel Solano
A series of videos addressing screens, desires, nightlife,
porn, etc. / subcultures, cultures.

23

MNN | Time Warner Cable 67, RCN 85, FiOS 36, or stream
online at: http://www.mnn.org/live/4-culture-channel
| 10PM
E.S.P. TV presents: A Call and an Offering: Pilot TV, Dylan
Mira and Latham Zearfoss
An artist made documentary about Pilot TV: Experimental
Media for Feminist Trespass, a 4-day temporary autonomous television studio built in Chicago in 2004.

24

25

Cherry Grove Community House | Fire Island | 7PM
Community Action Center, A.K. Burns and A.L. Steiner
A 69-minute womyn-centric sex video generated within
and for a tightly knit community of queer artists and
musicians. A.K. Burns and Justin Vivian Bond in person.
The High Line | 14th St Passage | 7:30PM
Variations V, Merce Cunningham
In line with Cunningham and John Cage’s belief in the

musical and dancerly qualities of everyday life, visitors to
this two-screen installation will find the space visually
activated by paired moving images which mirror the
physical pairing of the dancers.
26

The Phoenix | 447 East 13th St | 10PM–4AM
Various Titles, Jonesy
Animated shorts explore archetypes of male sexual
desire through cut up and collaged found photographs.

27

El Charro Espanol | 4 Charles St | 2PM–5PM
Labyrinth of Passion, Pedro Almodóvar
A screening of Almodóvar’s second film, which revolves
around a scantily disguised but heavily camped-up
Iranian royal family. Co-presented by Bidoun.

28

IFC Center | 323 6th Ave | TBA
Last Address, Ira Sachs + Walking Tribute with Alex
Fialho
Elegiac film featuring poetic exterior views of the last
residential addresses of twenty-eight queer New Yorkbased artists who died of AIDS-related complications.
Tribute walk to multiple artist’s last addresses following
a screening of the short film. (Afternoon time to be
announced. RSVP required.)

29

Don Pedro (Bath Salts) | 90 Manhattan Ave | 9PM
T.V. Transvestite, Simone di Bagno and Michele Capozzi
This documentary depicts a drag ball thrown at a
Harlem Bingo hall by House of LaBeija in 1982.

30

Stonewall Inn | 53 Christopher St | 9PM
Shade Compositions, Rashaad Newsome
Stand-alone video of Rashaad Newsome’s 2012
SFMoMA performance featuring a choreographed sound
score of snaps, scoffs, and throwing shade.

31

Julius’ | 159 West 10th St | 9PM
YouTube XXXtrava-GANZA, Round 2,
Dirty Looks: Curatorial Committee
An evening of the most queer selections that YouTube
has on offer from the illustrious (trolling) eyes of our
curatorial committee.

1

Narcissister, A Body of Work,
video and live performance, 2008–2013
Curated by Bradford Nordeen
The Spectrum
| 59 Montrose Avenue, Brooklyn | 7PM–12AM
(performance at 8PM, reception to follow)

Ken Jacobs initially trained as a painter before
transitioning to filmmaking amid the artistic and
intellectual ferment of the 60s and 70s, which
included beat poets Allen Ginsberg and Jack
Kerouac, painters Robert Rauschenberg and
Andy Warhol, dancers Trisha Brown and Yvonne
Rainer, and most importantly, radical filmmakers
Hollis Frampton and Jonas Mekas. These latter
two men became important influences to Jacobs
as he turned to film with several early collaborations with Jack Smith, such as the seminal Blonde
Cobra (1963) and Little Stabs at Happiness (1963).
Jacobs’ additional footage of Smith at this time
would later be incorporated into Star Spangled to
Death. Starting with his breakthrough film Tom,
Tom, the Piper’s Son (1969-1971), Jacobs’ more mature work is marked by appropriated footage subjected to extensive alteration and manipulation,
including changes in light, speed, and motion,
that evince an interest in the formal and experiential qualities of film.

Narcissister’s videos have been screened in
festivals world-wide and she has amassed a
diverse roster of performance venues (MoMA,
The Kitchen, America’s Got Talent)–all this, after
having only created the Narcissister character 6
years ago. This screening will be the first to survey
the artist’s video works and will be followed by a
performance. The Spectrum, a former residential
dance studio-cum-queer community arts space,
being the initial point of inspiration for the evening—which emerged from a late night dialogue
between the artist and curator Bradford Nordeen,
in that very locale.
The Spectrum opened its doors in 2011. Situated
behind a residential façade in the site of a former
dance studio, the Spectrum offers weekly classes
in dance, yoga, “queerlates” and “queerballah,”
as well as a rich assortment of dance parties
and performance events. The brainchild of Gage
Boone and Nicholas Gorham, the Spectrum offers
all of its event to the queer community on a sliding
scale admission structure.

2

Tom Kalin, Confirmed Bachelor,
video, B&W and color, 1994
Gregg Bordowitz, some aspect of a shared lifestyle, video, color, 1986
Barbara Hammer, Vital Signs,
16mm, B&W and color, 1991
Jim Hubbard, Elegy in the Streets,
16mm, color, 1989
Curated by Alex Fialho + Karl McCool
The Center | 208 West 13th Street | 7PM

Spectacle is a community screening space
in Brooklyn, New York, that’s established and
staffed entirely by volunteers. Spectacle’s overarching mission is to program rare and overlooked
works, offbeat gems, contemporary art, radical
polemics, and other forms of expression that
are experimental, alternative, and discursive
in nature.

6

Times Square Red, Times Square Blue author
Samuel R. Delany introduces pioneering gay hardcore classic The Back Row, starring the original
gay porn superstar, Casey Donovan. A veritable
travelogue of pre-Disneyfication Times Square,
The Back Row is a sexually explicit takeoff on Midnight Cowboy, following the adventures of a naïve
young cowboy, fresh off the bus from Montana, as
he takes a walk on the wild side in sleazy New York
City. In 1972, making a porn movie was still a potentially illegal act and director Jerry Douglas and
his cast further risked arrest by shooting theirs on
location, even filming a porn scene on an almost
empty subway car. (There was that one drunk,
who staggered into view and promptly passed
out during the shoot.) The Back Row takes viewers on a fabulously seedy tour of the grimy New
York of old, from Port Authority, through smutfilled Times Square, and on to legendary gay porn
palace, the Eros Theatre, with an excursion to the
original, pre-“Sex and the City” Pleasure Chest
along the way.

A program—screening in Room 101, the birthplace of ACT UP—paying tribute to a rich history
of queer and AIDS activism at the Center and beyond, featuring works that fuse the personal and
the political. In Confirmed Bachelor, Tom Kalin
dashes the moral or medical discourses, which
cast homosexual acts as unnatural or dangerous.
In some aspects of a shared lifestyle, Gregg Bordowitz focuses on early media reportage of the
AIDS epidemic and the struggle for gay rights. In
Vital Signs, Barbara Hammer challenges Western
constructions of death as horrible and fearful and
offers an elegy to lost loved ones, including fellow
filmmaker Curt McDowell, who died of AIDS in
1987. Finally, in Elegy in the Streets, Jim Hubbard
offers both a personal and a political perspective
on the AIDS crisis, intertwining memories of a
lost lover, filmmaker Roger Jacoby, with exquisitely hand processed footage documenting early
AIDS activism.

Jerry Douglas is a filmmaker, writer, and theater
director. His 1973 film, The Back Row, was one
of the very first, major gay hardcore features
and was remade by lifelong fan Chi Chi LaRue in
2001. Douglas has won numerous adult industry awards, over the course of a long career, and
has been inducted into the Grabby Awards Hall
of Fame and the GayVN Awards Hall of Fame.
Samuel R. Delany was born and grew up in Harlem. He is best known as the author of science fiction and fantasy novels, including Dhalgren (1975)
and the recent Through the Valley of the Nest of
Spiders (2012). He has also published several
books of nonfiction, including critical studies of
literature, a volume of memoirs, and the bestselling Times Square Red, Times Square Blue. Delany
is a professor of creative writing and English at
Temple University, where he is Director of the
Graduate Creative Writing Program.

Tom Kalin’s work focuses on the portrayal of gay
sexuality both in the age of AIDS and historically,
as in his acclaimed New Queer Cinema feature
Swoon (1992). In the late 1980s, Kalin was a
founding member of the AIDS activist collective
Gran Fury, which gained attention for its provocative public art projects. Gregg Bordowitz is an
artist, writer, and filmmaker whose films have
been widely shown in festivals, museums, movie
theaters and broadcast internationally. Bordowitz
teaches in the Film, Video, New Media and Animation Department at the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago and he is on the faculty of the Whitney
Museum Independent Study Program. Filmmaking legend, Barbara Hammer makes documentaries that tell the stories of marginalized peoples
who have been hidden from history. She is represented by the gallery Koch Oberhuber Woolfe in
Berlin and teaches each summer at the European
Graduate School in Saas-Fee, Switzerland. Barbara Hammer lives and works in New York City. Jim
Hubbard is an activist and prolific filmmaker, who
has been making films since 1974. He co-founded
MIX—the New York Lesbian and Gay Experimental Film/Video Festival, under the auspices of the
Estate Project for Artists with AIDS, he created
the AIDS Activist Video Collection at the New York
Public Library, and, along with Sarah Schulman,
he created the ACT UP Oral History Project.
The Center first opened its doors to the queer
community 30 years ago, in December 1983 and
continues to provide an affordable meeting space
for LGBT organizations, many of which would otherwise have no place to go. ACT UP, Queer Nation,
Lesbian Avengers and GLAAD, groups that have
since expanded throughout the nation, were all
born at the Center. In 1987, ACT UP came into being
at the Center, in Room 101. Today, Room 101 and
the Center continue to provide a vital space for
queer activism and culture, hosting a wide array of
artists, authors, speakers and activists. The walls
of Room 101 also feature remnants of site-specific artworks by Leon Golub, Nancy Spero, Kenny
Sharf, and Barbara Sandler.

3

Hosted by Videology in Williamsburg, THE DEUCE
is a monthly film series excavating the facts and
fantasies that built the mythology of the most
infamous block in the world: 42nd Street between
7th and 8th Avenues. Through their screenings
of grindhouse classics, THE DEUCE explores the
luminous lobbies and shadowy balconies of movie
palaces long demolished, and the splicey sights
and staticky sounds of a cinema legacy all but
lost to VOD and Torrents. History, architecture,
folklore and—of course—movies all converge at
THE DEUCE.

7

and sophistication with which cultural production, and even critical discourse gets commodified—Doska Frank—maybe simply exploring
other possibilities to perform gender, sexuality
and homosociability—Share, these filmmakers
are capturing a intense moment of queer creativity, which heavily relies on a network of inter-actors that make possible these self-organized
productions.

Set in the near future, when America is celebrating its tenth anniversary as a socialist state, there
are murmurs of social and political unrest as
sexism and racism appear to be back on the rise.
Various women’s groups join forces to resist unfair treatment and abuse, ultimately forming the
Women's Army, a vigilante force to protect women
on the street and fight the powers that be. After
a key activist is killed under mysterious circumstances, New York City's female-run underground
media rises up to make sure the people know the
truth about her death. Eric Bogosian and Kathryn
Bigelow each made their screen debuts in Born in
Flames, with minor supporting roles—the former
as a technician at a television studio, and the latter as an editorial intern.

Hanna Bergfors has directed a range of short
films and installations before making Doska
Frank. Doska Frank has been shown in Oberhausen International Film Festival, RIFF Rome
Independent Film Festival, MECAL Festival Internacional de Cortometrajes y Animación de Barcelona, Festival Internacional de Curtas de Belo
Horizonte and German Public Television among
others. Vika Kirchenbauer examines the construction of narrative, continuity and coherence in
relation to memory. Other core issues in her work
center around ideas of collectivity in the context
of art consumption, as well as the exploration
of the theoretical concept of opacity in relation
to the representation of the “othered” through
ostensibly contradictory methods like exaggerated explicitness, oversharing and perversions of
participatory culture. Since making her debut as a
porn-film director in the acclaimed porn compilation Dirty Diaries, Marit Östberg has continued to
produce porn. She has become a part of the queer
feminist porn scene that has evolved in Europe
in recent years, directing and acting in work that
pushes ideas of who and what porn might be for.

Lizzie Borden was born in 1958 in Detroit, Michigan. Originally named Linda Elizabeth Borden, she
took on the name of the American folklore figure
Lizzie Borden in the early 1970s. She majored in
art at Wellesley College and was inspired to make
films after attending a retrospective of Jean-Luc
Godard. Borden is best known for Born in Flames,
which was named one of "The Most Important 50
Independent Films" by Filmmaker Magazine, but
has continued working in film, and wrote, directed, and produced Working Girls in 1986, a feature
depicting the working lives of prostitutes. It premiered at the Cannes Film Festival in the Director's Fortnight, won best Feature at the Sundance
Film Festival, and was distributed by Miramax.

4

B Bar & Grill stands on the probable location of
the infamous Paresis Hall. According testimony
from an 1899 New York State investigation, No.
392 Bowery was a haven for “androgynes”—not
to mention “male harlots,” “nancys and fairies,”
“fancy gentlemen” and other “degenerates.” An
account of Paresis Hall by Earl Lind (who also
called himself Ralph Werther and Jennie June)
suggests that it may have been home to one of
the earliest organizations in the United States
advocating gender and sexual emancipation, the
Cercle Hermaphroditos, formed by “androgynes”
to “unite for defense against bitter persecution.”

5

As part of the larger Henry Street Settlement,
Abrons Arts Center provides arts outreach to the
lower east side community, including classes for
children and adults, a robust and alternative theatrical program, and visual art performances and
exhibitions. Occupying a building constructed in
1975, Abrons Arts Center has been recently noted
for its progressive, and vital, LGBTQ productions.

8

Michael Sarne, based on the novel by Gore Vidal,
Myra Breckinridge, 35mm on DVD, color, 1970
Curated by Tiffany Malakooti
B Bar & Grill | 40 East 4th Street | 7PM
Gore Vidal's best-selling satiric novel gets an
inarguably unique screen treatment in this
off-center psychosexual farce, featuring performances from Raquel Welch, Mae West, John
Huston, Farrah Fawcett, John Carradine, and Rex
Reed. Fussy film buff Myron Breckinridge goes
to Europe to get a sex-change operation and returns to the United States as the glamorous and
willful Myra Breckinridge. In the midst of the
action, director Michael Sarne uses clips from
dozens of vintage Hollywood films of the 1930s
and 40s as a comic counterpoint to the story.
Both Gore Vidal and Rex Reed expressed their
dissatisfaction with Myra Breckinridge after the
film hit theaters, not to have seen the finished
product; the film has gone on to develop a devoted cult following. Gore Vidal was an iconoclastic
American writer who partook in homosexual
relations. He has called Myra Breckinridge, “One
of the worst films ever made.” Michael Sarne
is an English actor, director, and singer whose
young career ended abruptly after the failure of
Myra Breckinridge.

Ken Jacobs, Star Spangled to Death,
digital video on DVD, 1956–1960/2003–2004
Curated by David Everitt Howe
Spectacle | 124 South 3rd Street, Brooklyn |
3PM–11PM, with 3 intermissions
Touted by filmmaker Jonas Mekas to be the
“greatest found-footage film,” Ken Jacobs’ epic
and startlingly original Star Spangled to Death
is a sweeping, manic, and often revelatory seven-hour critique of American cultural values,
military might, and racist history. Fifty years in the
making, Jacobs’ greedy, dystopic America is seen
through appropriated movie sequences—such as
a Warner short for the NRA and old Mickey Mouse
cartoons—and filmed footage, including famous
shots of a young Jack Smith galavanting around
St. Marks Place and the Bowery with brooms and
a paper bag mask. Such scenes anticipate Smith’s
Flaming Creatures with its use of mirrors, scrims,
and other tools. Star Spangled to Death is, in Jacobs’ words, “a social critique picturing a stolen
and dangerously sold-out America, allowing examples of popular culture to self-indict.”

Letter Collection.”

Rock Bar opened in 2009 with the goal of becoming the CBGB’s of New York’s GLBT music scene.
They have played host to a Who’s Who of artists
over the past two years, including Peaches, Oh
Land, Jake Shears, Deluka and many others. Rock
Bar is located on Christopher Street, once the nucleus of the Village's gay scene and the gateway to
the Piers, on the former site of the Dugout, one of
the city’s premier bear bars.

Su Friedrich attended the University of Chicago and Oberlin College from which she earned a
B.A. in Art and Art History. She lives and works in
Brooklyn, NY, and is currently a Professor in the
Center for the Creative and Performing Arts at
Princeton University, where she has taught film
and video production since 1998. She made her
first film, Hot Water, in 1978, and has produced
and directed eighteen films and videos.

10 David Berezin, Never Again + Cast in Order of
Appearance, HD video, B&W and color, 2012
Curated by David Everitt Howe
Kim’s Video & Music
| 124 1st Avenue | 7PM, limited loop
David Berezin’s Never Again and Cast in Order
of Appearance only appear to be found footage
clips; rather, they’re carefully shot, original video
works that mimic cliché Hollywood narratives
only to halt them entirely. Never Again’s 80s-aping, campy title sequence never goes anywhere,
while the latter video’s delightfully absurd line of
credits keeps repeating itself, hinting at a movie
that never was and never will be. Evoking Gilles
Deleuze’s concept of “the-any-space-whatever,”
these sequences imply a movie without being
one, and are open to many possible narratives and
plot points that never actually materialize on
screen but are rather fake mainstream movies
perpetually deferred.
Brooklyn-based David Berezin’s practice investigates the cultural legibility and reception of
objects to explore the construction of meaning
and its ability to be manipulated. Working in a
variety of media—video, photography, sculpture,
and installation—Berezin uses visual signifiers to
create compositions that imply narrative, but obstruct a singular reading of content. Berezin was
born in Los Angeles, CA and received his BFA from
the California College of the Arts, San Francisco.
He has exhibited at the Shanghai Biennial and had
a solo exhibition at the Columbus Museum of Art.
Widely considered to have the most diverse video rental collection in the city from 1995 to 2008,
Yongman Kim’s Mondo Kim rental and retail store
on Avenue A catered to the most discriminating cinephiles, from Quentin Tarantino to NYU
cinema studies graduates, all of whom relied
on Kim’s highly-educated and eclectic staff to
suggest rare and out of print titles. After donating his 55,000 item collection of films in 2008
to the town of Salemi, Italy, Kim’s closed Mondo
Kim’s but moved his retail business to its current
location, where it continues to offer rare DVDs
and music.

11 Bill Thelen, nobody’s home, video, color, 2003
Curated by Sam Ashby
Le Petit Versailles | 346 East Houston Street
(at Avenue C) | 8:30PM
nobody's home features the found footage of
Gregory Askins, a tenant of mine who passed
away in 2003 from complications due to AIDS.
Mr. Askins lived in my attic apartment with his
beloved dog FiFi. During the last year of his life
he never left the apartment and would not receive visitors. He would leave a list of the things
he needed by sliding it under my door. After
he died, I found this video along with artwork,
a detailed diary and various ephemera after
cleaning out his apartment. Sadly, no one claimed
his belongings. – Bill Thelen
Bill Thelen is an artist, filmmaker, educator and
curator from Raleigh, North Carolina. He has exhibited both nationally and internationally and
has been the owner/director of Lump, an artist-run space in Raleigh since 1996.
Le Petit Versailles (LPV) is a community garden in
the East VIllage that presents exhibitions, performance, music, film/video, theater and workshops.
LPV is a rare hold-out in a neighborhood where
rapid gentrification has forced out local artists
and led to cultural homogeneity, programmed by
Jack Waters and Peter Cramer—longtime East
Village residents and singular figures in the cultural and artistic history of the neighborhood.
Inspired by artist collective Co-Lab’s legendary
upstart Times Square show in 1980, which transformed an abandoned Midtown space into a seminal art show, LPV continues their commitment to
creating community through art and activism and
remains one of the truly queer sites in the city.

12 Joseph Cates, Who Killed Teddy Bear,
35mm on DVD, B&W, 1965
Curated by Scott Ewalt
Times Scare (formerly Show World)
| 669 8th Avenue | 7PM
Who Killed Teddy Bear (1965) by Joseph Cates
comes on part-exploitation film part social document, presenting a lurid and faithful depiction
of Wagner-era Times Square. It stars a physically
transformed Sal Mineo in a beefcake role that he
thought would revive his career and Elaine Stritch
as a lesbian bar proprietor. The film, selected by
guest curator Scott Ewalt (whose latest exhibi–

image courtesy of the artist

Bluestockings | 172 Allen Street | 8PM

Bluestockings is a radical bookstore, fair trade
cafe, and activist center in the Lower East Side of
Manhattan. Their mission statement reads, in part:
“We actively support movements that challenge
hierarchy and all systems of oppression, including
but not limited to patriarchy, heterosexism, the
gender binary, white supremacy, racism, ableism
and classism, within society as well as our own
movements. We seek to make our space and resources available to such movements for meetings, events, and research. ”

Vika Kirchenbauer, Like Rats Living a Sinking
Ship, HD video, 2012
Hanna Bergfors, Doska Frank, HD video, 2011
Marit Östberg, Share,HD video, 2010
Curated by Clara López
Abrons Arts Center | 466 Grand Street | 7:30PM
Bergfors, Kirchenbauer and Östberg are three
very different filmmakers cohabiting a shared
set of coordinates: a vibrant and politically committed queer community in Berlin. Their concerns and aesthetic leanings have proved to be
very different, engaging themselves in practices
that, however, are all invested in the expression
of a profound sense of non-conformity. Perhaps
discontent and angry with society’s pressure on
gender identitarian decisions—Like Rats Leaving
a Sinking Ship—or rather puzzled by the velocity

Lizzie Borden, Born in Flames,
35mm on DVD, color, 1983
Curated by Claire Barliant

Never Again + Cast in Order of Appearance, David Berezin

Jerry Douglas, The Back Row,
16mm film on digital video, color, 1973
Curated by Karl McCool
THE DEUCE at Videology
| 308 Bedford Avenue | 9PM
Introduced by Samuel R. Delany

Arch Brown died in September 2012.

Dirty Looks at MoMA: Andy Warhol, Taylor Mead’s
Ass, 16mm, B&W, 1965
Curated by Bradford Nordeen
Museum of Modern Art (Sculpture Garden,
exterior) | 11 West 53rd Street | 8:30PM
Taylor Mead’s Ass was made as a playful response
to a letter to the editor complaint in The Village
Voice, which reduced Warhol's prior collaborations with the actor to "Taylor Mead's ass for two
hours." The film features various everyday tools,
such as books and carrots, vacuums and publicity glossies, coming into humorously close and
awkward contact with Mead's bare buttocks for
the film's entire running time. The screening also
serves as a posthumous homage to Mead, who
passed away in May.
The screening will be the first in a series of collaborations between the Museum of Modern Art
and Dirty Looks NYC, Dirty Looks at MoMA: Mining the Collection, which places queer film, video
and performance from the MoMA Film permanent collection in unlikely spaces throughout the
museum’s two venues. Positioned within the
museum's modernist sculpture garden setting,
Warhol's witty retort will take on new, and humorously formal, properties.

9

Ivan Galietti, Pompeii New York, Part 1:
Pier Caresses, 16mm, color, 1982
Arch Brown, Pier Groups,
16mm on digital video, color, 1979
Curated by Karl McCool
Rock Bar | 185 Christopher Street | 9PM
Colby Keller introduces an evening of films that
capture the atmosphere, art and architecture,
and cruising rituals of the Piers in late 70s and
early 80s New York. Pompeii New York tracks the
secretive rituals of men hunting for sex among the
ruined buildings of the waterfront and features
many of the central characters of the 80s art
scene, including David Wojnarowicz, Phoebe Legere, Tina Aumont and Penny Arcade. Pier Groups,
perhaps the best known film by Arch Brown,
who died this past September, is a gay hardcore
classic. In it, an engineer for an urban development company spends a day scouting the Piers,
in preparation for their demolition, and stumbling
upon anonymous sex at every turn. Together these
films evoke the atmosphere of the Piers just
before the crackdown on public sex spaces in
the city.
Ivan Galietti is a filmmaker, photographer, and
actor working in Italy and the US. In the 1970s,
in Rome, he worked with Sandro Chia, Federico
Fellini, and Jack Smith—who inspired his move
to New York. There he continued to work with
Smith, becoming part of the 80s East Village
art scene. Filmmaker, photographer, playwright
and philanthropist Arch Brown was born Arnold
Krueger before moving to New York City in the late
1950s where he met his life partner, Bruce Brown,
whose last name he used professionally. In 1993,
following the death of Bruce Brown, Arch Brown
established the Arch and Bruce Brown Foundation, which gives grants to LGBT playwrights and
to theater groups mounting LGBT-themed plays.

tionat Participant Inc reactivates the histories of
the same Times Square spaces that the film so
lovingly documents) is a time capsule of a bygone
Times Square, with tons of on location shooting of
what was then deemed the Minnesota Strip.
Times Scare occupies the same building as the
old Show World. Show World was the first grand
scale sex emporium, the building that changed
the industry for thirty years. The fourth floor technical lab developed the first custom token booths
and window mechanisms that set the standard for
Times Square. Their stage saw every great legend
in the industry—from neo burlesque pioneer Kitten Natividad to adult film legend Vanessa del Rio
to the most outrageous rock star ever—Wendy O.
Williams of the Plasmatics.

13 Little Joe Presents: Anonymous, Builders, digital
video downloaded from xtube.com, color, sound
Curated by Sam Ashby
Check Dirty Look’s Facebook or Twitter for
venue update.
Shot on a hand-held video camera by an anonymous filmmaker at an unknown time (although
some point in the 1990s or 2000s seems likely),
Builders observes the workmen building a large
apartment complex in an unspecified location,
possibly in Russia. Seemingly shot over an extended period, the filmmaker coaxes a number
of the men to expose themselves and masturbate
for the camera. Placed in the voyeuristic position
of the observer, we watch the furtive gestures and
body language of the men who attempt to get the
filmmaker to expose (more?) flesh in return. The
exchange is never fulfilled, and we are left to
imagine the gender of the scopophilic eye behind
the camera.

14 Lynda Benglis, The Amazing Bow Wow,
video, color, 1976
Harry Dodge, The Ass and the Lap Dog,
video, color, 2013
Curated by Karl McCool
Bureau of General Services – Queer Division
| 27 Orchard Street | 7PM
An evening of fantastic queer narratives, spanning over three decades of video art practice,
hosted by the Bureau of General Services – Queer
Division, the premier queer bookstore and event
space in New York City. Made in 1976, The Amazing Bow Wow is the only fully narrative video Lynda Benglis produced and follows the adventures
of a talking, intersexed dog used by Benglis and
her partner in their carnival sideshow act—until
Benglis starts to fall for Bow Wow and things take
a tragic turn. The Ass and the Lap Dog, from 2013,
sees Harry Dodge attempting several on-camera
interviews only to be bombarded with bizarre,
insanely detailed descriptions of the videos his
interviewees would like to make, to hilarious and
hallucinatory effect.
Lynda Benglis was born in Lake Charles, Louisiana
in 1941. An important sculptor for more than three
decades, Benglis also produced a pioneering body
of feminist video in the 1970s. Immediate and
visceral, her performance-based video work
confronts issues raised by feminist theory, including the representation of women, the role of
the spectator, and female sexuality. Harry Dodge
is an artist living and working in Los Angeles who
makes shows that include video, performance,
sculpture, and drawing. In the early 90s, Dodge
was one of the founders of the now-legendary San
Francisco community-based performance space,
The Bearded Lady, which served as a gathering
point for a pioneering, polysexual, queer literary
and arts scene.
The Bureau of General Services – Queer Division
is a queer bookstore and event space hosted by
Strange Loop Gallery on the Lower East Side
of New York City. Their stated aim is to foster a
community invested in the values of mindfulness, intellectual curiosity, justice, compassion
and playfulness. The Bureau seeks to excite and
educate a self-confident, sex-positive, and supportive queer community by offering books, publications and art, and by hosting reading groups,
talks, and performances. The Bureau provides
local and visiting queers and friends with an open
and inclusive space for dialogue and socializing.

15 Su Friedrich, First Comes Love,
16mm, B&W, 1991
Curated by Claire Barliant
The Wooly | 11 Barclay Street | 8PM
First Comes Love consists of perfectly choreographed scenes of four wedding ceremonies accompanied by a complex medley of popular love
songs. All seems to be going as it should until
the couples reach the altar, when the celebratory
atmosphere is interrupted for a surprising public
service announcement. The film doesn't attempt
to defend—or discredit—the institution of marriage. Instead, it reveals the many subtle emotions
surrounding the event, and raises questions about
how the double standard regarding marriage affects gay and straight couples. The screening will
be followed by a reading by poet, Cynthia Gray, of
anonymous love letters submitted to her "Love

The Wooly is located in the basement of the historic Woolworth Building, which was designed
by architect Cass Gilbert and completed in 1913,
and is one of the oldest skyscrapers in the United
States. It is also steps away from City Hall, where
the New York City Clerk has been issuing marriage
licenses and providing civil marriage ceremonies
to same-sex couples since July 24, 2011. On June
24, 2011, the New York State Legislature passed
the Marriage Equality Act and Governor Andrew
M. Cuomo signed it into law the same day.

16 Bette Gordon, Variety, 35mm on DVD, color, 1983
Curated by Scott Ewalt
Tobacco Road | 355 West 41st Street | 8pm
Variety is the Times Square cousin of Hardcore,
or the feminist double feature to Taxi Driver and
other Neon Noire. Sandy McLeod stars as a girl
who takes a job at the ticket booth of the Variety
theater and becomes lost in the subculture of
desire. The theaters used were both the spectacular Pussycat theater formerly on 50th street
and Broadway, and the Variety Photoplay recently
raised from 3rd avenue and 13th street. Watch for
cameos by Nan Goldin, Cookie Mueller, Spalding
Gray and the voice of Usharbudh Arya. It was directed by Bette Gordon and co-written by feminist
author Kathy Acker.
Bette Gordon is a New York-based feminist filmmaker and theorist. A pioneer of American Independent Film, Gordon is best known for her bold
explorations of themes related to sexuality. Her
early short films, most notably Empty Suitcases, won numerous awards and festival acclaim
worldwide, including showings at the Berlin International Film Festival, the Museum of Modern Art
and the Whitney Biennial. Variety (1984) marked
her debut as a feature film director and remains a
classic of Independent Film. Subsequent features
include Luminous Motion (1998) and Handsome
Harry (2009).
Tobacco Road occupies the former structure of
The Savoy, which was located between the legs of
the Port Authority bus terminal on 41st Street. The
crowd was the normal barflies and the boys from
Le Fleur, the drag hustler bar around the corner.
The unlikely den mother was Buddha. He hosted
the special attraction on Friday night: the Hombre
big dick contestBus driver johns gathered around
to check out the goods to see if it was worth the
$50 they might have to pay for a date.

17 Bruce LaBruce, Fringe! Fest Finger Fuck!,
video, color, 2013
Curated by Konstantinos Menelaou
The DL | 95 Ludlow Street | 7:30PM
Clips, found online by film director Bruce La Bruce,
“represent his usual obsessions and preoccupations: madness, music, homosexuality, revolution,
dance, hysteria, feminism, and glamour.” Co-presented by Fringe! Fest London

18 Barbara Rubin, Christmas on Earth,
16mm, color, 1963
Curated by Claire Barliant
The Film-Makers’ Coop | 475 Park Avenue South,
6th Floor | 7:30PM
Taking its title from Rimbaud, this technically innovative double projection captures, as J.
Hoberman describes it, “an ethereal tangle of
guys posing like Greek statues, girls painted like
archaic fertility goddesses, and fingers probing
orifices in bleached black and white and mega
close-up.” It is not only one of the first sexually
explicit works in the American postwar avant-garde, but also one of the most pioneering, paving
the way for feminist and performance art in the
late sixties. Rubin, who was eighteen when she
made the film, “was one of the first people to get
multimedia interest going around New York,” Andy
Warhol said. Unfortunately she abandoned filmmaking soon after.
Aside from making films, Barbara Rubin was a
stellar networker: in the mid-sixties she introduced Allen Ginsberg to Bob Dylan, matched Edie
Sedgwick with Andy Warhol, and turned Warhol
on to the Velvet Underground; she participated in
Warhol’s “Exploding Plastic Inevitable” (dressed
as a nun, projecting “Christmas on Earth” on the
Balloon Farm ceiling) and organized New York’s
first light shows (including “Caterpillar Changes,”
Rubin-designed poster below); she hung out with
Lenny Bruce and was written up in Mademoiselle.
In the late sixties she joined a Hasidic sect and
moved to France. In 1980, she died after giving
birth to her sixth child.
Run by executive director MM Serra, and founded
by Jonas Mekas—with whom Rubin would work
and learn in that very organiztion—the Film-Makers’ Cooperative is the largest archive and
distributor of independent and avant-garde films
in the world. There are more than 5,000 films,
videotapes and DVDs in its collection.

19 Lionel Soukaz, Le Sexe des Anges,
16mm on video, color, 1977
Rosa von Praunheim, It is Not the Homosexual Who is
Perverse, But the Society in Which He Lives,
16mm on video, color, 1971
Curated by Clara López
Participant Inc | 253 East Houston Street | 7PM
Lionel Soukaz begins his grand ouvre, La Race
d’Ep, pondering on how the apparition of photography, the capacity to capture fragments of reality
without the idealization that painting entails, has
impacted the possibility of homosexual living.
These two filmmakers are landmarks of the aesthetic and political constitution of the queer militant artistic milieu they were immersed in. Their
works however, contradict Soukaz’ statement by
exploring the aesthetic and compositional complexities that narrative and documentary cinema
can achieve. Their films open up a space for dialogue, debate and confrontation, multiplying the
images of homosexuality and working towards
their viral proliferation in the world, inspiring the
minds of generations of queer artists to come.
“Notre trou de cul est revolutionnaire!” says the
protagonist of Le Sex des Anges, signifying the political implications of the homosexual desire. Both
filmmakers managed, with an economy of means
and using the subterfuges at hand in order to produce their films, to achieve works of both extreme
intellectual rigor and arresting beauty.
Soukaz, born in 1953 in Paris, is a revolutionary
filmmaker, an unclassifiable and unrestrained
originator of the most radical queer cinema.
Merging pornography and social criticism, his
politically and sexually radical films reflect and
take influence from the burgeoning queer movements of the post-1968 period, in particular FHAR
(Homosexual Front for Revolutionary Action).
Rosa von Praunheim was born in 1942 as Holger
Mischwitzky in Riga, Latvia. His artist name Rosa
refers to the pink triangle (rosa Winkel) that homosexuals were forced to wear in the Nazi concentration camps. He has made more than 70
films, many of which deal with his favorite subjects: homosexuality, older women, New York City.
Participant Inc currently occupies the same
building that from 1999 until 2006 was the home
of El Mirage, a gay S&M sex club. While the club
received a tepid review from Michael Musto in the
Myra Breckinridge, Michael Sarne

the cause and protect the heritage of a kind of
cinema that is in particular danger of being lost,
overlooked, or ignored.

21 Cherifa, Choice of Cherifa,
video, color, 1970–1983
Curated by Tiffany Malakooti
Jack Chiles (Le Potage de Madame Zazouf)
| 481 Broadway, 4th Floor | 7PM
A sensitive selection of highly aestheticized
Lesbian sex scenes culled from European
softcore, erotica and horror films of the 1970s.
Join Cherifa and Madame Zazouf for this radically
un-radical, ultra-erotic, non-discursive viewing
of womyn-on-womyn action; we’ve edited out all
the men—including the directors’ gazes—so you
don’t have to. ;)
Le Potage de Madame Zazouf is a monthly salon-like series featuring performances and
couscous with an emphasis on queerness and
feminism. Its foremother, Evas Arche und der Feminist, ran from 2005–2010 in Berlin and New York.
Cherifa shares her vision of Lesbian sex, humor,
athletics, and popular artifacts at curseofcherifa.
org.

RSVP for table dirtylooksnyc@gmail.com
Labyrinth of Passion follows scantily disguised
but heavily camped-up members of the Iranian
royal family in their famous period of limbo following the revolution of 1979 as they are thrust by
Almodovar into extravagant plot lines that weave
hilariously between historical accuracy and ribald
fantasy. “Toraya,” the disgruntled ex-empress
is desperate to fertilize herself with royal seed
via the young Crown Prince “Riza.” Riza is busy
attempting to cure himself of his homosexuality
after falling in love with a nymphomaniac pop
star named Sexilia, but his former lover Sadec
(played by a young and nubile Antonio Banderas)
is secretly a pro-Khomeini terrorist belonging to
a group attempting to kidnap him. Plus, plastic
surgery, doctors, laxatives, and other culturally
appropriate themes.
The film's elliptical Iranian historical connection
has been tragically overlooked—at worst misunderstood to be about a fictional Arab monarchy,
and at best, mentioned in passing. Join Bidoun
and Dirty Looks in a revisiting of this wonderfully queer retelling of an important moment in
Iranian history.

22 Ben Aqua, Daniel Leyva, Colin Self, Manuel Solano, Ambient Occlusion, digital video, 2013
Curated by Brian Droitcour
Eastern Bloc | 505 East 6th Street
| 10PM–4AM, continuous loop

Pedro Almodóvar is a Spanish film director best
known for his serpentine plot lines and his unwavering commitment to sexuality.

Ben Aqua is an artist and musician from Austin,
Texas. He runs the music label #FEELINGS and
his Tumblr, LIKE TOTALLY TABOO, collects images
of gay life online. Daniel Leyva is a digital artist
whose web sites, motion graphics, and videos are
inspired by miscommunication, anime, and video
games. He lives in Brooklyn. Colin Self is an artist,
performer, and community organizer interested
in choreographing new trajectories of queer consciousness. He lives in Brooklyn. Manuel Solano
makes diaristic video performances as explorations of selfhood. He lives in Mexico City and is
represented by SaBuLee.

will visit the last addresses of six of these artists:
Cooke Mueller (285 Bleecker Street), Keith Haring
(542 La Guardia Place), David Wojnarowicz and
Peter Hujar (189 2nd Avenue), Robert Mapplethorpe (35 W 23rd Street), and Felix Gonzalez-Torres
(London Terrace, 405-465 W. 23rd Street). Readings from the journals and personal writings
of the artists will pay tribute at each stop along
the way.

28 Ira Sachs, Last Address,
video, color, 2010 and tribute walk with readings
What does a screen do in a gay bar? It’s for showCurated by Alex Fialho
ing porn, for corny match or trivia games, for kaIFC Center | 323 6th Avenue | TBA (RSVP required)
raoke and music videos—it introduces something
Ira Sachs’ Last Address is a subtle, poetic medito talk about, something to do. When phones got
tation on the loss that the AIDS epidemic ravaged
smart and everyone brought their own screens to
on the queer arts community in New York City. The
bars some people started fretting about the gay
film consists of a stream of scenic street views of
bar’s future—why go out when you can hook up
the last residential addresses where twenty-eight
with an app? Bars are one way of building commucelebrated gay artists and filmmakers lived in
nities, networks are another—and they’ve created
New York City before they passed away as a result
ways of connecting that bars never imagined, with
of AIDS-related complications. Birds chirp, bika variety of spaces for flourishing subcultures and
ers pass, and taxis honk in Sachs’ exterior shots
individual performance. Yet these haven’t made
in front of the former haunts of LGBT creatives;
bars obsolete; in fact, they often operate in tandespite the filming of this elegiac tribute, NYC
dem. “Ambient Occlusion” revisits the concept of
life seems to proceed as usual, a contrast that
queer spaces at the heart of Dirty Looks: On Locaspeaks to the sense of loss on which Last Address
tion. It’s a program of four works by young artists
meditates. In Last Address, Sachs intimately links
who are interested in queer spaces both in cities
the inextricable social and sexual histories of New
and online, who explore the points where these
York City’s creative scenes through a site-specific
spaces overlap and collide by looking at the roles
awareness of the deeply historical and queer naof drag and dance music in community formation,
ture of our everyday environment.
porn’s effects of identification and alienation, and Perils, abigail Child image courtesy of the artist
the digital ephemera of
queer subcultures.
After the screening, a Last Address tribute walk

Eastern Bloc is an East Village, Communist-themed institution. Small and gloriously
dank, the establishment is as famous for its
dimmed debauchery as it is its creative décor,
which features Xerox posters of porn and queer
icons, and vintage porn playing on the monitors
that flank the bar.

23 E.S.P. TV presents: Dylan Mira and Latham Zearfoss, A Call and An Offering: Pilot TV,
digital video, color, 2006
Curated by R. E. H. Gordon
MNN | Time Warner Cable 67, RCN 85, FiOS 36,
or stream online at: http://www.mnn.org/
live/4-culture-channel | 10PM
This experimental documentary explores Pilot
TV: Experimental Media for Feminist Trespass, a
4-day temporary autonomous television studio
built in Chicago in 2004 of which filmakers Dylan
Mira and Latham Zearfoss were core organizers
and participants. Responding to the concept of
"feminist tresspass," hundreds of participants
conjured a make-over/take-over of corporate
media across queer, feminist, artistic, cultural,
and political borders. There were cooking shows,
fashion shows, read alouds, animations, performances, re-performances, installations and skill
shares. Over 25 television "pilots" were created
there including videos by A.K. Burns, Carrie Oakie,
Math Bass, MPA, K8 Hardy, Emily Roysdon, and
live recorded lectures by Dara Greenwald, Faith
Wilding and Gregg Bordowitz.
E.S.P. TV is an organization dedicated to promoting
performing and media based arts. E.S.P. TV utilizies a mobile analog television studio to present a
nomadic showcase of experimental music, video,
and performance.

24 Fire Island Artist Residency presents:
A.K. Burns and A.L. Steiner,
Community Action Center, video, color, 2010
Curated by Bradford Nordeen
Cherry Grove Community House | 7PM
A.K. Burns and A.L. Steiner fashioned their feature-length socio-sexual opus inspired by many
of the canonic porn films from the 1970s, (L.A.
Plays Itself or Boys in the Sand). Working collaboratively within a creative circle that included
fellow performance artists and musicians, the
title is a free-wheeling cavalcade of queer sexuality and parodic porn set-ups—offering new
spins on standards like the car wash, the pizza
delivery “guy” or street cruising. The artists also
maintain numerous rules for the work’s exhibition,
not least of which is the requirement that the title
be shown in a public or communal space, amidst a
body of people—subverting the private and consumerist aspects of contemporary pornography.
The Cherry Grove Community House was built in
1948. Recently added to the National Register of
Historic Spaces, the association achieved this
status for the critical role in the history of the gay
liberation movement in America in Fire Island,
“America’s First Gay and Lesbian Town.” The site
will host all of the public programming organized
in conjunction with the Fire Island Artist Residency, who co-organized this screening. Organized in
2011 by Chris Bogia and Evan J. Garza, FIAR is the
first residency program in the U.S. exclusively for
LGBTQ artists.

25 Merce Cunningham, Variations V,
video, B&W, 1965
Curated by R. E. H. Gordon
The High Line | 14th Street Passage | 8PM
Merce Cunningham’s Variations V was composed to a score by John Cage and performed in
1965, remaining as a true testament to 1960's
experiments in "intermedia". Video is materially integrated into the dance performance, with
projections by Stan VanDerBeek and overlaid
TV distortions by Nam June Paik enveloping the
dancers. Twelve sound-sensitive electronic poles
dot the stage; sound is triggered by the dancers'
movements and then altered or delayed by the
musicians. Variations V predates Cunningham's
"video-dances," demonstrating a different moment in his relation to the technology. In his montage, VanDerBeek sets up a comparison between
Cunningham's dance and other socio-historical
legacies of movement, including factory piecework, fishing, cartoons, women applying makeup
and air travel. He historically contextualizes the
dance by placing it outside of its kinetic immediacy as an image of movement among many.
Merce Cunnigham was among a handful of

Ira Sachs is a writer, director, professor, and
community organizer based in New York City. The
Museum of the Moving Image, QNS hosted Sachs’
first major film retrospective in New York in 2012.
His most recent film Keep the Lights On (2012)
won the Teddy Award for LGBT films at the 2012
Berlinale and Outstanding U.S. Dramatic Feature
Film at Outfest 2012 in Los Angeles. Sachs is an
Adjunct Professor in the Graduate Film Department at the Tisch School of the Arts at NYU. He
is also the founder and co-curator of Queer/Art/
Film, and organizes the Queer/Art/Mentorship
program and monthly Queer/Art/Brooklyn gatherings.
IFC Center opened in 2005 as the screening
home of the Independent Film Channel, at the
site of the former Waverly Theater. Opened in
the 1930s, the Waverly Theater was a historic
movie-house known initially for showing foreign
films and later for its counter-culture appeal,
with midnight screenings of The Rock Horror Picture Show. IFC Center is the long-running host
of Queer/Art/Film, a monthly screening series
co-founded by Ira Sachs and Adam Baran that
asks notable queer creatives to screen and discuss a film of their choosing. Founded in June
2009, Queer/Art/Film has screened over 50 films
to date, selected by the likes of Gregg Bordowitz,
Pamela Sneed, Hilton Als and Barbara Hammer.

29 Simone di Bagno and Michele Capozzi,
T.V. Transvestite, 16mm on video, 1982
Curated by Bradford Nordeen
Don Pedro (Bathsalts)
| 90 Manhattan Avenue | 9PM
Predating Paris Is Burning by 8 years, T.V. Transvestite offers a rare glimpse into the ball scene
in Harlem of the 1980s. Featuring drag legends
Pepper LaBeija, Doran Corey and Sugar, the film
was initially released to incredible acclaim by
filmmakers like Federico Fellini and Michelangelo
Antonioni. The film’s distribution was truncated,
however, due to musical licensing issues, and was
considered lost for 30 years.
Bathsalts is the weekly “drag night for fuck
ups,” hosted by Macy Rodman, who was recently
crowned M(r)s. Williamsburg. Located in a dive bar
which typically caters to rock shows, Bathsalts
brought a queer clientele to the bar, in large part
due to the weekly screenings of RuPaul’s Drag
Race, in advance of Rodman’s floor shows. Regular performers include Lucy Balls, Horrorchata,
Severly Mame, Untitled Queen and Cher Noble.

30 Rashaad Newsome, Shade Compositions,
Blu-ray, color, 2012
Curated by Alex Fialho
Stonewall Inn | 53 Christopher Street | 9PM
Rashaad Newsome’s performance Shade Compositions builds from a chorus of subtle snaps,
scoffs and throwing shade into a crescendo of
outbursts of “Wut” in the multiple (body) languages of its performers. The swishy sounds and
exaggerated movements of Newsome’s performance—the teeth sucking, huffing and puffing,
hair flips and mmhmms—derive from vernacular
gestures made on street corners and subway
stops. Acting as conductor to this symphony of
shade, Newsome samples the sassy sounds of
his performers in real-time and loops them into
a repetitive choreographed score via a rigged
Nintendo Wii controller. Shade Compositions has
been performed widely (MoMA PS1, The Kitchen,
Glassbox Gallery Paris) and Newsome’s 2012
iteration for the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s Stage Presence exhibition was billed as
the “grand finale” of the museum’s atrium before
its long-term renovation project. Newsome’s
multivocal and multifocal ode to queer and women of color communities was quite the emphatic
send-off.
Rashaad Newsome is an artist based in New
York City whose work investigates the gestural
languages of communities of color through performance, videos, and collage/sculpture. Newsome’s video The Conductor, featured in MoMA
PS1’s Greater New York 2010, spliced extravagant
gestures from iconic rap videos over a remix of
the grandiose classical music of Carl Orff’s “Carmina Burana.” His video Untitled (New Way) and
performance Five, presented in the 2010 Whitney
Biennial, distilled the movements of voguing into
abstracted form in the space of the museum.
Most recently, Rashaad Newsome: King of Arms is
currently on view in Newsome’s hometown of New
Orleans, LA.
Originally built as horse stables in the mid-1840s,
51-53 Christopher Street became a popular bar
catering to the gay community called the Stone-
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Village Voice (he complained that every man there
that night was decidedly a 5, “not good looking,
not bad looking; not young, not old; not to die for,
not to die from”), it was apparently good enough
that the undercover investigator from New York
City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
visited the establishment 30 times and observed
228 acts of anal sex or fellatio involving 232 people. The club was shut down by the city in 2005.

20 Abigail Child, Perils, 16mm to video, B&W, 1985
Curated by Karl McCool
Anthology Film Archives
| 32 Second Avenue | 3PM –10PM
Perils is a homage to silent film—the clash of ambiguous innocence and unsophisticated villainy—
dramatizing the theatrical postures of melodrama
to confront and examine our ideas of romance, action, and drama. Child says, “I had long conceived
of a film composed only of reaction shots in which
all causality was erased. What would be left would
be the resonant voluptuous suggestions of history
and the human face.” Charles Noyes and Christian
Marclay constructed the sound montage from
Warner Brothers cartoons and improvisations.
Poet, essayist and filmmaker Abigail Child sees
her creations as a curious and particular intersection, often humorous, sometimes alchemical,
between sound and image. Child’s film cycle,
Is This What You Were Born For (1981–89), is a
landmark of contemporary avant-garde cinema,
and her recent works continue to be widely
shown and celebrated. Films include Peripeteia I
(1977), Perils (1986), Mayhem (1987), The Future is
Behind You (2004–05), Mirror World (2006) and
Ligatures (2009).
Anthology Film Archives was founded in 1969 by
Jonas Mekas, Jerome Hill, P. Adams Sitney, Peter
Kubelka, and Stan Brakhage. In the decades since
its founding, Anthology has grown far beyond its
original concept to encompass film preservation;
the formation of a reference library containing
the world’s largest collection of books, periodicals, stills, and other paper materials related to
avant-garde cinema; and a remarkably innovative
and eclectic film exhibition program. Fueled by
the conviction that the index of a culture’s health
and vibrancy lies largely in its margins, in those
works of art that are created outside the commercial mainstream, Anthology strives to advance

20th-century figures to make dance a major art
and a major form of theater. He was also widely
celebrated as the creator of a new classicism:
he combined and rejected the rival influences of
modern dance and ballet, absorbed aspects of
ordinary pedestrian movement, the natural world
and city life. He was always a member of New York
City culture, close to the founding members of the
New York Schools of Music, Painting and Poetry.

26 Jonesy, Various Titles,
digital video, color, 2008–2011
Curated by David Everitt Howe
The Phoenix | 447 East 13th Street
| 10PM–4AM, continuous loop
Animating found and repurposed photographs,
Jonesy’s experimental shorts explore homosexual desire, aesthetic experience, and the passing
of time with a plethora of literary and artistic
references; Poised and in the Throes (2008 pays
homage to Jack Smith, Kenneth Anger, and Fassbinder’s Querelle through stop-motion animation
of a sea-side scene; a hazy recollection of the
filmmaker’s weekend with pornstar Andy Mantegna comprises the subject of Beauty Must Suffer
(2011), which features glossy magazine photographs of well-built Mantegna, cut up and crisscrossed to form kaleidoscopic patterns. In these
and other short films, tropes of masculinity are
both idealized and deconstructed.
The Phoenix is a long-time cornerstone of the
East Village scene. Located between First Avenue
and Avenue A, it is open from 4pm–4am, every day.
Its bar counter dates back more than 70 years and
its jukebox, though not quite as old, has gained
its own fame. The Phoenix has a long tradition of
hosting queer live music and literary events, keeping a vibrant queer presence in the East Village.
Jonesy is an artist and experimental filmmaker from Los Angeles. In the 1990s, Jonesy was a
member of the seminal homocore band Fagbash.
He has shown his animated films at the Hammer
Museum, Oberhausen Film Festival, Outfest LA,
Mix NYC, Image+Nation Montreal, Pink Screens
Festival in Brussels, Belgium and at Basso in Berlin, Germany.

27 Pedro Almodóvar, Labyrinth of Passion,
35mm on DVD, color, 1982
Curated by Tiffany Malakooti
El Charro Espanol | 4 Charles Street | 2PM–5PM,

wall Inn in 1967. Just a few years later, the Stonewall Inn would become a symbolic site of the gay
liberation movement. In the early morning hours
of June 28, 1969, the Stonewall Inn was raided by
the police’s Tactical Patrol Force, who arrested 13
bar-goers. In response, hundreds of homosexuals
protested at the bar and in the surrounding street,
igniting the Stonewall Riots over the course of
multiple nights and inciting a previously unprecedented sense of community and activism around
homosexual identity. In his memoir City Boy: My
Life in New York During the 1960s and 70s, Edmund White recounts: “It wasn't all those crew
necked white boys in the Hamptons and the Pines
who changed things, but rather the black kids and
Puerto Rican transvestites who came down to the
Village on the Subway (the ‘A-Trainers’).”

31 Various Artists, YOUTUBE XXX-Trava-GANZA,
2012, YouTube
Curated by Dirty Looks: On Location Curatorial
Committee
Julius’ | 159 West 10th Street | 9PM
A YouTube slam. Dueling teams try to outdo each
other as they scour YouTube in search of the “gayest” videos they can find, covering such YouTube
genres as: gay music videos, obliquely gay videos,
and funniest gay home videos. These artists were
carefully hand-selected by virtue of their cultural
acumen and the amount of time they spend trolling YouTube videos.
The structure that is now Julius’ has been welcoming folks since 1840, first as a grocery store
and then, in 1864 as a bar. During Prohibition it
was a popular speakeasy and was frequented by
many of the jazz and literary legends of the era. It
started to attract a gay clientele in the 1950s and
it is surely the oldest gay bar in the city. Both Boys
In The Band and Next Stop Greenwich Village were
filmed here. On April 26, 1966, four homophile activists staged a “sip in” at Julius’ to challenge the
NYS Liquor Authority’s regulation that prohibited
bars and restaurants from serving homosexuals.
Accompanied by five reporters, the group visited
a number of bars until they were denied service at
Julius’, a longtime Greenwich Village gay bar. The
incident drew a denial from the SLA chairman that
his agency told bars not to serve homosexuals and
precipitated an investigation by the chairman of
the city’s Human Right’s Commission.

